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Western Wanderings A Record Of
Only the broken fragments swept out to its periphery, Far-Eastern Asia, South Africa, and Western Europe, have so far been recovered, to give us some slight clues as to what was happening in the ...
The Fossil Man of Rhodesia
My files contain a partial record of my wanderings. A good number of the subjects I have photographed are no longer with us, which makes those images more interesting to both old and new residents.
A few little towns from our golden past
He had attained, in the course of untold wanderings and multifarious conversation ... a wish to renounce the strict profession of his Western creed, and to adopt the calling of such a seeker ...
A Story of Conversion
This is Mike Strong, in Hays, for HPPR. The book is On The Great Highway: The Wanderings and Adventures of a Special Correspondent (1901) by James Creelman.
Evangelizing for Yellow Journalism
THE EDITING OF RICHARD HAKLUYT’S “DISCOURSE OF WESTERN PLANTING” THE EDITING ... who left little in the way of a written record, though the little he left is very important writing nonetheless. In ...
Critical Issues Editing Exploration Text
We are celebrating another Guinness World Record achieved right here in Western New York. It was the battle of the birds Tuesday in one of Buffalo's Olmsted Parks. The Buffalo Olmsted Parks ...
Buffalo Olmsted Parks Conservancy achieves Guinness World Record
For the purposes of our wanderings, Peking first emerges in Chinese records of the Western Zhou dynasty (1027 to 770 BC). A walled Chinese village called the Reeds (蓟 or ji) was built in the southwest ...
The Search for a Vanishing Beijing: A Guide to China's Capital Through the Ages
In the “Kojiki”--the oldest historical record of ancient Japan ... It is part of the series "Lisa’s Wanderings Around Japan," which depicts various places across the country through the ...
Lisa’s Wanderings Around Japan/ Misogi pond: Rise and shine early to glimpse the goddess of the sun
In spite of the record of its victims ... when compared with the long and painful wanderings indispensable to explorers from the North. Strong in his original conviction that the Lake Victoria ...
NEW PUBLICATIONS.
“This is an account of the wanderings of a spiritualist ... where the Indian Ocean with its thousand leagues of momentum hits the western coast of Ceylon.” He continues by praising the grace and ...
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle: The Spiritualist in Ceylon
SHIPPENSBURG — From a team perspective, Western Wayne struggled a bit this ... only captured the gold she’d also set a brand new AA record with a vault of 12-3. The momentum Dougher generated ...
Western Wayne Pole Vaulters Dominate at PIAA State Track & Field Championships
The same extreme dips in the jet stream also sent storm after storm over the UK, causing them to have their wettest winter on record ... the jet stream’s wild wanderings to warming-induced ...
Cold U.S. Winter Caused By Warm Tropical Waters?
Pennsylvania is lucky to be home to incredible native species. From our elk, bobcats, and black bears to the millions of songbirds that cross the Commonwealth as they migrate north and south ...
Wildlife corridors are a win-win for the environment, anglers in Monroe County | My Turn
These days , he says, he starts his wanderings as early as 5 in the morning ... rain likely in 2 days According to the latest IMD bulletin, the western disturbance and easterlies are expected ...
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